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THEME STORY
Wake Up. #LadyBoss Up. Hustle. Repeat

PEOPLE STORY
Suit Up, Spread Sparkle
PRODUCT STORY
SKIN CARE
Glow Up, Celebrate Confidence
HEALTH CARE
Rev Up, Live Well
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Step Up, Give Back
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WAKE UP.
#LADYBOSS UP.
HUSTLE.
REPEAT
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{

Lady-boss
/ley-dee-bos/
noun
1. Women who are in control, run the show, are cool and collected, confident, competent, passionate and get the job done.

Mothers, wives, sisters, girlfriends and
fiancées… what would we ever do without these
#LadyBosses? The load of responsibility placed
on their shoulders is heavy. It’s stressful. It’s hard
work. It’s not easy. Honestly, words could never
express the gratitude we have for them. No one
can say we don’t owe an enormous amount to all
the #LadyBosses in our lives.
From the mothers who made us chicken broth
when we were sick and stayed up on late nights to
help us with our homework, to the sisters who help
us find the perfect outfit for our first date, or help
us get over a heartbreak, to the wives who are
like multitasking gods that can somehow manage
to juggle both a career and a family, never ever
missing a beat as she stands high balancing every
field with utmost responsibility.

}

With Nu Skin’s innovative Skin Care and Health
Care products, dominating the workspace like
Vivy Yusof will be a piece of cake! To get that
radiant complexion and mesmerizing eyes, you
can always count on ageLOC® Lumispa™ and
ageLOC® Lumispa™ Accent & IdealEyes. Need a
boost in your vitality and antioxidants? CordyMax
Cs-4® and Tegreen97® can be your little secret
weapon (Shhhh…).
When you’re the woman in charge, you’ll want
to look 100 per cent all the time. True that not
every #LadyBoss has the time to spend hours
focusing on their wellbeing, but that should not
be an excuse to ignore yourself. Whether you’re a
stay-at-home mom or a working lady, beautifying
yourself and taking care of your health are now
made easy with Nu Skin!

A parent, a teacher, a best friend, and even a
shoulder to cry on. Women are gifted with the
immense power to bring a new life to the world.
She is tasked on all responsibilities whether it is
of home, family or of work. She plays multiple
roles for the sake of her family and society.
It’s remarkable how a single person can fulfil
numerous roles in our life. With daily schedules
packed to the brim, a #LadyBoss really don’t
have the time for complicated beauty routines
or healthy lifestyles, so how can you look and feel
fantastic 24/7?
Whether you are a CEO of a company, an
Entrepreneur, or a Super Mum, staying on top of
your wellness goals while living the #LadyBoss life
can be challenging to say the least. With a milelong of to-do lists, the temptation to push selfcare to the side-lines or even out of the picture is
so easy. It can be tricky to find the balance, but no
one say it can’t be done.
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SUIT UP,
SPREAD SPARKLE

Every successful woman has her own secrets, and her own key ingredients to her success. Be proud of herself and
constantly improve to become a better version of herself are the common traits of a #LadyBoss. We couldn’t have
agreed more on what the Queen of Pop, Madonna has once said: “No matter who you are, no matter what you did,
no matter where you’ve come from, you can always become a better version of yourself.”
So, being a successful Nu Skin leader, could you please share with the readers about your secrets in maintaining the
best version of yourself and how do you inspire others to become the better version of themselves?

}

HIEW CHUI LI
EXECUTIVE BRAND DIRECTOR
I never settle for good enough. I strive to broaden my knowledge through education and expedition.
Completing further studies gave me sense of achievement. “Never settle for less as we all deserve
better. Never give up because the sweetness of success is just another step away” has always been my
motto.

MONICA LAM & AMBASSADOR HARON
1 MILLION DOLLAR CIRCLE
3 YEAR PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTOR
I was introduced to Nu Skin in 2002. After realizing its potential, I committed to build a sustainable
Nu Skin distributorship despite the hectic schedule in managing my own city-hotel. ln the process
of becoming Presidential Director & Excellence Circle Member, I have enjoyed constant wellness &
helped others attain better health and business successes. I’m also grateful to be able to save tens of
thousands of children with congenital heart diseases through Nu Skin’s SEACHF.
Through a lifetime of business endeavors and years of international diplomacy, accompanying my
husband as Malaysian Ambassador in New Delhi, Moscow and Paris, I have learnt that success, no
matter where you happen to be, is the synthesis of a motivating dream, a constant effort at achieving
results and helping others along their own journeys of self-empowerment. We are never too young
or too old to succeed in our endeavors. My husband, in his 30’s was amongst Malaysia’s youngest
Ambassadors. In my late 50’s, throughout my 60’s and now in my mid-70’s, I am a living proof that Nu
Skin success is open to ALL, with the DREAM and the DETERMINATION to succeed.

JASON CHONG & ELAINE LIM
1 YEAR PLATINUM PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTOR
EXECUTIVE BRAND DIRECTOR
“Bananas are green and growing or yellow and rotting”

I received ample rejections not only from my customers but my loved ones when I started this business.
I have to constantly remind myself that I have to proof them wrong as I believe this is the platform to
achieve my dreams. The Nu Skin platform provides holistic success which I have been thriving all these
time. Seeing my team grows feed the sense of achievement as if I’ve completed yet another degree in
my studies.
I believe everyone is gifted to fulfil their life purpose. I want to made my parents proud in whatever I do.
Seeing the beam on my dad’s face made all hardship worthwhile.
I’m grateful to discover the platform that Discover the best of me!

ANGIE NG
EXECUTIVE BRAND DIRECTOR
Determination is the key to success. Sometimes life gives you numerous challenges to test if you have
strong will. Thus, instead of ranting about life, learn to be grateful has become crucial to keep one
moving. Look at the positive side, only with challenges, one can become a stronger person. Life isn’t
about waiting for the storm to pass; it’s about learning to dance in the rain. I truly believe that
no contentment is greater than achieving dreams that you’ve fought hard for.
I like the word BeYOUtiful, which simply means be your own kind of beautiful and don’t
compare your progress with others. Everyone works with different tempo; as long as you are
progressing, you’re becoming better and getting one step closer to your success every day. When
you let your own light shine, you give others the permission to do the same, with that you are making
a difference to people around you.

There are definitely moments of ups and downs in any entrepreneurship. I believe having a strong desire
and clear goals and constantly re-setting them after achieving it helps me to focus on bettering myself
along the way. Complacency or self-doubt will creep up when things smooth sailing or vice versa. So
clear goals and a strong why gives clarity and focus.
I love Nu Skin as it is a business that grows by empowering others. Through this platform, I have learnt
to help others see the better version of themselves by choosing to believe in them and helping them see
their potential. Another way I practice to inspire change in others is leading by example. Growing myself
personally until it is worthy of others to follow. I am forever grateful to have come across this wonderful
platform to help everyone discover our best self.
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GO FOR THE GLOW!
Nu Skin understands that time is gold and
when it comes to skin beautifying, speed and
efficiency are the two most important factors
for a #LadyBoss like you. Hence, we invented
ageLOC® LumiSpa™, a beauty device that
deep-cleansing and energizing skin in a single
treatment. Featuring three treatment heads, the
normal treatment head is suitable for most skin
types, while the firm treatment head delivers a
more vigorous cleansing experience, which is
more suitable for oily skin, or those who have a
more resilient skin and not to forget about gentle
treatment head, it provides a soft and gentle
experience which suitable for sensitive and acneprone skin.

Besides gently yet deeply cleanses away dirt,
oil, pollutants and toxins through its proprietary
Micropulse Oscillation technology, ageLOC®
LumiSpa™ also features five activating cleansers
designed for different skin types, namely ageLOC®
LumiSpa™ Activating Cleanser dry, normal/
combo, oily, sensitive, and blemish-prone. These
cleansers contain Nu Skin’s proprietary ageLOC®
ingredient blend to target the sources of aging and
are specifically formulated to enable the precise
cushioning, cleansing and interaction with the
skin, optimizing the effectiveness of ageLOC®
LumiSpa’s proprietary treatment head action.
Simply spend two minutes twice a day with
ageLOC® LumiSpa™, and you are set to
experience brighter, softer, smoother and more
energized skin in as little as two weeks’ time!

GLOW UP,
CELEBRATE
CONFIDENCE

{

#LadyBoss may sound like a glamourous title for some, but it is no easy feat to living a life that juggling being a
wife, mother, daughter, entrepreneur and businesswoman. With daily schedules packed to the brim, finding time for
yourself to follow through the complicated beauty routines may easily become the last thing on your mind. While
it can be tricky to find the balance, but no one says it can’t be done.
With Nu Skin ageLOC® powerful trio – LumiSpa™, LumiSpa™ Accent & IdealEyes, you can now kiss dull complexion
goodbye and enjoy having all eyes on you with simple and quick beauty routines.

}

GLOW UP THE WINDOWS TO YOUR SOUL
Are dark circles, dull and tired-looking eyes
stealing the glow from your face and making you
look older? Fret not! ageLOC® LumiSpa™ Accent
and IdealEyes are here for the rescue!
ageLOC® LumiSpa™ Accent is an eye treatment
designed with a soft silicone tip that gently
exfoliates the skin while deeply stimulating
the delicate area around the eyes. While the
ageLOC® LumiSpa™ IdealEyes Activating
Eye Cream is specially formulated to use with
ageLOC® LumiSpa™ Accent to deliver the full
system benefits. When use together, ageLOC®
LumiSpa™ Accent delivers an invigorating
treatment, and an instant burst of hydration, while
visible firming and providing radiance.
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Simply spend 30 seconds on each eye daily, these
products promote the appearance of stronger,
healthier skin around the delicate eyes area,
visibly reduce the under-eye bags, puffiness and
dark circles, leaving you a refreshed, well-rested
looking eyes.
Being a #LadyBoss, you deserve to own skin
beautifying weapons that work like you –
multitasking and delivering effective results all the
time. With Nu Skin ageLOC® powerful trio, glow
while you are busy on the go and putting your
best, most confident face forward are no longer
a dream!

Product Story
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TIPS #1:
LIST OUT YOUR
PRIORITIES

priorities

Make a list of important tasks and complete
them according to the level of importance. It
is important for you to know your priority and
learn to say “NO”. Remember, you can’t please
everyone and you are not a bad person if at times
you prioritize yourself. After all, you can’t fill other
cups from an empty bottle.

{
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One doesn’t need to look like Gal Gadot to be a Wonder Woman. For most of the working mums and ladies out
there, you are well aware that when it comes to every new day, there are wars to wage, battles to fight and goals to
be met.
Women are wonderful beings, they’re tough as nails and are born with the “multitasking gene”. Despite gifted
with this “superpower”, performing various tasks at one time can cause exhaustion and even create stress to the
body which may contribute to premature aging. Study shows that multitasking increases our brain’s production of
cortisol1 which may affect normal metabolism2.
While we are familiar with the old saying that goes, behind every successful man is a woman; but did anyone ever
wonder what or who is there to support every successful woman from the back?
Nu Skin understands that living the #LadyBoss life can be challenging. Therefore, we’ve created a few simple yet
effective tips to help you live your best #LadyBoss life.

TIPS #2:
PRACTICE
MINDFULNESS
MEDITATION
This is a simple form of meditation that trains
your brain to increase your awareness of living
in the present moment. Entering this state helps
reduce stress and improves your ability to focus,
which in return makes you feel proud of yourself
by accomplishing your task and ready for more.

TIPS #3:
BALANCE YOUR
DIET AND BOOST
HEALTH WITH
SUPPLEMENTS
Besides boosting your energy level and providing
the essential nutrition you need daily, a balanced
diet can determine how you feel and how you live
your life. However, no one is able to get all the
nutrients you need from food alone; and here’s
where health supplements come in handy.

}

REV UP, LIVE WELL
Boost up your stamina and antioxidant defense
system with Pharmanex® CordyMax Cs-4® and
Tegreen 97® today!
An exclusive fermentation product derived
from the mycelia of the principal fungal strain
(Paecilomyces hepiali Chen Cs-4) isolated from
the renowned Cordyceps sinensis mushroom,
CordyMax Cs-4® is designed to promote stamina
and vitality for persons with busy, hectic lifestyles,
the elderly, and those desiring increased vitality
without the use of stimulants.

Touted as a “cell protection” and “antioxidant
defense” product, Tegreen 97® provides a dose
of green tea leaf extract, which is known for
its revitalizing and health-preserving powers.
Each Tegreen 97® capsule contains the catechin
equivalent to seven cups of green tea without the
caffeine. Containing 97% polyphenol antioxidants,
two-thirds of which are catechins, Tegreen 97® is
one of the most potent antioxidant products in the
market-providing you with maximum protection
for cell structures such as the DNA.
It is not easy for every #LadyBoss to take good
care of their well-being, but with the complement
of Pharmanex®, you can now focus on living your
best self every day at ease!

1
Patricia A. Farrell, Why Multitasking Isn’t Efficient, 2008. Abstract on 28th March 2019, from: https://www.webmd.com/mental-health/
features/why-multitasking-isnt-efficient#1
2
In-Kyung Jeong, The Role of Cortisol in the Pathogenesis of the Metabolic Syndrome, 2012. Diabetes Metab J. 2012 Jun; 36(3): 207–210.
Abstract on 28th March 2019, from: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3380124/
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Nu Skin, a company founded in 1984 till this very
day still holds firmly onto its mission to be the force
for good throughout the world by empowering
people to improve lives. The company employs
thousands of people from all over the world and
each market are encouraged to support projects
in their communities. Corporate employees and
company’s Brand Affiliates making contributions
to the Nu Skin Force for Good Foundation.
As a company that believes in making a difference,
they believe that children are the best hope for
us to invest in for a brighter future. So, with the
aim to Create More Smiles, Nu Skin Malaysia has
been partnering up with Institute Jantung Negara
(IJN) Foundation and Gleneagles A-Heart-forA-Heart Charity Programme to help children
born with congenital heart diseases through the
Nu Skin’s Southeast Asia Children’s Heart Fund
(SEA CHF) funding.

STEP UP, GIVE BACK

{

Being a #LadyBoss is all about being confident and embracing the achievements you have made in your life,
whether you are a CEO or a Super Mum. As you reach the peak and celebrate the success you’ve made thus far,
it’s always good to look around to see how you can reach out and help the community around you.
For many, the last month of the year is always the favorite time where many people reflect on the past, count on
their blessings and see how they can give back to the community. It’s no wonder that the last month it’s often called
the “Season Of Giving.”
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But one could never stop at generosity. With a
common goal set to improve even more lives, Nu
Skin Malaysia constantly push its limits to venture
even more into the Fore For Good direction.
As such, the highly anticipated annual Wish List
Project was created! Originated from IJN Kuala
Lumpur through the IJN Foundation, in the
years to come, the Force For Good Project soon
expanded to Johor Bahru, Penang, Kuching and
Gleneagles KL.

In such a fast-paced world that we live in now, the
importance of giving back to the society shouldn’t
be overlooked. Big or small, not only will your
actions benefit those on the receiving end, but
you’ll find a personal sense of joy and fulfillment
through your generosity.

Every December, Nu Skin Brand Affiliates and
staff members all look forward to the year-end
annual Wish List Project, they join hands in a
selfless act by fulfilling and granting a child’s
Christmas Wish. And during the year-end season
of giving, once again Nu Skin Malaysia never fails
to stay true onto their objective to improve the
lives of children in need by granting over 500
less fortunate kids’ Christmas Wishes. During
the “Hand in Hand, We Create Smiles Together”
Wishlist Party, bright smiles can be seen all around
not just on tiny faces but on the faces of the givers
as well.

}
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